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The book may be better than the video from an academic standpoint or for those that really want to absorb the material. Those claiming an
adherence to atheism or secular humanism will often justify not cultivating an ethical approach to their lives or not tackling the larger philosophical
and scientific questions we face based on a rejection of what they perceive is hypocrisy or a lack of evidence to support the miracle elements of
organized religions. He claims these acts are inspired by religious faith. Help The Hungry. Refresh and try again. Atheism often states babies are
nice - now abort them if they interfere in a woman's freedom. He crossed the room to say goodbye to his opponent, who was seated on a low
couch signing copies of his new memoir, Hitch The question wasn't "Is religion the only force of evil in the world? Atheistic gunslingers, whore
houses, robbed banks, railroad corporations and slavery. Subscribe Already registered? In an age of reality TV drama and Hollywood
blockbusters loaded with special effects it would seem hard to get the masses to flock to witness such an old-fashioned, high-brow spectacle.
Former British prime minister Tony Blair left and author Christopher Hitchens before their debate on religion. Since leaving office Tony Blair has
spent most of his time working on three areas: supporting governments to deliver effectively for their people, working for peace in the Middle East,
and countering extremism. Tech news. The Munk Debates. Chris Blackhurst. Loading comments Naturally, these books are often particularly
"anti-Christian", yet there should come a time when people accept that they are by default against the beliefs of Judaism and Islam too; it's safe and
easy to hate a Christian in our society, but let's see these same people openly take a stand against their "friends-in-victimhood", the Jews and the
Muslims. Hitchens made interesting points. Original Title. Is anybody actually obeying the Catholic church in matters of lust and sin? Now who's
daughter is NEXT for a naughty centerfold? Lists with This Book. In theory it was not an event that should have created a stir: a philosophical
debate on the moral merits of religion. But please don't blame the Bible. Which probably sums up the differences well - religion is a force of harm,
but can be in Blair's eyes also a force for good. Please be respectful when making a comment and adhere to our Community Guidelines. A short
but engaging transcript of the debate between former British Prime Minister, Tony Blair, and the late Atheist posterchild, Christopher Hitchens.
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Jeremy Corbyn. People who claim Einstein for their side of religion are stupidly misinterpreting his use of the word "god". I do recall reading about
all those Pastors who are losing their religions and yet dishonestly keep working in their churches - Just cause they are too lazy to seriously read
their Bibles or get a NEW job. The cops are called Police get blamed for the fights. One must also accept, as Blair illustrated, that fanaticism is not
relegated to religion. Interesting read, and the bonus interviews at the end are definitely worth it, but I wish the debaters had brought their A game
and really worked on some of the big issues around the question. I don't suffer from that. Someone raise Iraq, please. Hitchens is very good,
Blair's argument does little more than state that there are some people in the world that do good things in the name of religion. Log In. Did his
Christianity influence the decision to invade? He says on pg. Or worse - giving Islam and Hinduism equal billings in the human empathy categories.
Well, Hitchens won, obviously, in respect of being the vastly more interesting and knowledgable raconteur, while Blair's puffs and wheezes to keep
up. Original Title. Both points miss the topic of the debate entirely! Preview — Hitchens vs. Good people will do good things, with or without faith
in religious, bad books. Log In. A better debater would have accepted that this wasn't the issue under scrutiny. Check you email. Naturally, these
books are often particularly "anti-Christian", yet there should come a time when people accept that they are by default against the beliefs of
Judaism and Islam too; it's safe and easy to hate a Christian in our society, but let's see these same people openly take a stand against their
"friends-in-victimhood", the Jews and the Muslims. He lied not just to Britain but to the whole world. Just sometimes, he sounded like a decent but
slightly dull vicar giving another Sunday sermon. US Politics. The communists and fascists responsible for the harshest travesties of the 20th century
sought to eradicate religion and were thereby vehemently non-religious. Same goes for the example of religion in Northern Ireland, where Blair
brings it up as a case of religion doing good, and Hitchens countering with all the harm done. I would argue this is also true for many self-
proclaimed atheists. Blair's contributions are less impressive in both style and content, with his constant and annoying insistence that the faults of
religion are somehow not intrinsic to it or logical consequences of it something with which I do not agree as well as the obvious point that religion
does I watched this debate on YouTube a while after it happened last winter and was, as usual, impressed with Hitchens' eloquence, delivery of
arguments and quickness to respond to questions and challenges on the spot. I found Blair's reluctance to accept the role religion has played in
divisions in Northern Ireland a little disturbing. The argument goes as follows: Hitchens - religion does great harm, here are lots of examples where
religion not only causes harm but is an impediment to peace. View offers. Lists with This Book. Especially the argument that the way to eradicate
poverty is to educate women and give them access to birth control. Which probably sums up the differences well - religion is a force of harm, but
can be in Blair's eyes also a force for good. Feb 26, Kel rated it liked it. Jan 04, Joseph rated it it was ok Shelves: philosophy , religion. Blair led a
country. Mar 30, Doug Wells rated it liked it. It was nonetheless reassuring to hear that ha seems to be or at least that's how he tries to present
himself here a very moderate, liberal version of a christian despite his fairly recent and alarming alliance with the church of Rome. It allows our most
engaged readers to debate the big issues, share their own experiences, discuss real-world solutions, and more. Only an idiot would do that. In a
world of globalization and rapid social change, does religion provide the common values and ethical foundations that diverse societies need to
thrive in the 21st century? No trivia or quizzes yet. They did that because of their faith, he argued, and to slam all religious people as ignorant or
evil was plain wrong. I think that the conclusion is that religion can be a force for good and can be a force for evil. You can find our Community
Guidelines in full here. Become a Free Member: sign-up here. Here is the full video. May 09, Jules Beech rated it really liked it.
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Aug 17, M rated it really liked it. What is the role of people of faith in the public sphere? Please enter a user name. Nothing so unsafe as religious
faith can be a force for good. What was missing inside the plush and awfully polite Roy Thomson Hall was not wit, wisdom or star wattage.
Hitchens is very good, Blair's argument does little more than state that there are some people in the world that do good things in the name of
religion. Said the great saint Thomas Aquinas: "For those with faith, no evidence is necessary; for those without it, no evidence will suffice". Delete
Comment Are you sure you want to delete this comment? He must not know many of them - in much of the world. JD Sports. Since leaving office
Tony Blair has spent most of his time working on three areas: supporting governments to deliver effectively for their people, working for peace in
the Middle East, and countering extremism. Christopher Hitchens. The occasion was part of the Munk Debate series, organised by the Aurea
Foundation group, and the motion was simply: "Be it resolved, religion is a force for good in the world". Please continue to respect all commenters
and create constructive debates. This one has the advantage of the erudite Hitchens. Jan 04, Joseph rated it it was ok Shelves: philosophy ,
religion. I say He failed to prove the atheistic propaganda many assumed he would bestow on the audience. Atheistic gunslingers, whore houses,



robbed banks, railroad corporations and slavery. Deleting comment Or is he simply doing the atheistic jargon of assuming women are to blame for
the total fall of creation? Preview — Hitchens vs. Hitchens vs. Teaming those three giants against any combination of religious fundies could have
only one ending. But he was too busy looking for His angle to sustain his career. Interesting read, and the bonus interviews at the end are definitely
worth it, but I wish the debaters had brought their A game and really worked on some of the big issues around the question. He was Christopher
Eric Hitchens was an English-born American author, journalist, and literary critic. Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read.
Hitchens begins his defense by rightly stating how organized religion makes extraordinary claims without ordinary evidence. Both men were
unabashedly stalwart in their positions. It is the verbatim moderated debate between Christopher Hitchens and Tony Blair as to whether or not
religion is a force for good in the world. Both men came amply equipped for this particular battle, of course. Just good hearted Optimism. They
really have given this no thought. Thus, each week, the religious man is encouraged to consider how his last week went and how he could improve
himself next week when considering the ethical theme presented. The Munk Debates. He was an atheist at the age of TEN! Like we have for
Socrates? Ohhh, and add some alcohol, endless tobacco, much vulgarity, biases, and some rebellious hatred -- these people will be worse than
the church left them. But we all agree that there is a problem with mankind. Friend Reviews.
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Hitchens begins his defense by rightly stating how organized religion makes extraordinary claims without ordinary evidence. And i'm sure Hitchens
is still jealous that GOD has the number one book on the planet hmmmm, it even mentions Moses a few times. Get A Copy. Submit vote Cancel.
Showing Find your bookmarks in your Independent Premium section, under my profile. Take two men, for example. The post-debate vote
showed a "technical" victory for Hitchens, with 68 per cent opposing the resolution and 32 per cent supporting it. Please be respectful when
making a comment and adhere to our Community Guidelines. Blair contended that many people believe in or experience the numinous; the power
or presence of something divine, however defined. Rating details. Hitchens was the voice against religion and he did his thing, but did it well.
Thanks for subscribing! According to Blair believing otherwise skews the reality and obscures the point which is to capitalize on the opportunities
presented by collaboration between religions moving into the 21st century. One quietly subscribes to an organized religion whereas the other
subscribes to a philosophical and consumer-based materialism. Flag comment Cancel. Check you email. Paul Harris in Toronto. Christopher
Hitchens. One of a series of so-called Munk Debates — Peter Munk is a gold tycoon and philanthropist here — this encounter invited us to
consider the resolution "Religion is a force for good in the world". Another little book I'm away for the weekend, and only have space for little ones
that's worth more than it weighs. I don't recall ANY religion that recommends aborting humanity for personal gratification and whims. The Munk
Debates. Rugby union. Ah, epic debate. Matthew Norman. In a world of globalization and rapid social change, does religion provide the common
values and ethical foundations that diverse societies need to thrive in the 21st century? May 04, Daniel rated it really liked it. So they jockeyed and
teased. No trivia or quizzes yet. Nothing so unsafe as religious faith can be a force for good. All in all, a big disappointment as debates go. Both
men came amply equipped for this particular battle, of course. Hitchens threw in enough rhetorical barbs, while Blair was expertly evasive,
reframing the debate to his will. Mark Steel. He was Christopher Eric Hitchens was an English-born American author, journalist, and literary critic.
Please enter a user name. The point, therefore, that Blair continues falling back on is little more than an evasion from delving deeper into the
debate. Or, do deeply held religious beliefs promote intolerance, exacerbate ethnic divisions, and impede social progress in developing and
developed nations alike? Trivia About Hitchens vs. Not much time for each to make the case, then only a short time longer to rebut. It was
nonetheless reassuring to hear that ha seems to be or at least that's how he tries to present himself here a very moderate, liberal version of a
christian despite his fairly recent and alarming alliance with the church of Rome. The level of hypocrisy and BS is at times breath taking, the pain,
misery and suffering that he has helped inflict upon millions of people in several countries, through his deception, and desire for money and power.
The religious man theoretically attends church every Sunday and listens to an ethical lecture 4 times a month, 52 times a year. Sep 21, Mohammed
Algarawi rated it it was amazing. Life for every citizen was nasty, brutish and short until at least the late 19th century for most Westerners.
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